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Campus reacts·.·to war
campus.
"Even though we all lead busy tina_Blust. "For.me, this is abou·t SusanScai"pacispokeaboutherson,
Chabot was the first congressman lives, we can still take time out of mote than peace and the war, it is a Xavier graduate and military nurse
solidarity be- .. currently in the states,' who may
In 'the weeks . following to address the
. tween people. ·also be deployed. "It's every
America's declaration of war, the crowd: "Your.
I've learned a lot mother's nightmare thinking about
··Xavier campus - students, faculty · support means
-· even in this . her sonin harm's way," she said.
and administration - has reacted a· lot to our
coun.try," he •
short time · The theology depar_tment is also
to the decision in various ways.
about what it getting involved, as they host
The most.visible event cin cam- .said.. He tb.en
feels like to be · speaker Fr. Matt Garr, S.J., the depus thus far has been .the recenf spoke· of his
recent
trip
to
hungry."
partment Beckman Chair. Garr will
"Support the Troops"·event last FriWashington,
The
group
bespeak at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,
day on the green space, sponsored
D.c.:
and
his
·
gan
and·
ended
April
iO in the Cintas Center with
by both the College Republicans
hopes
that
their
three-day
a
discussion
to follow immediately,
and College Democrats.
when
the
war
is
hiatus
from
eatafter.
The
event
isfree of cost and
"This isn't a pro-war or anti-war
over,
the
sol·
ing
with
a
dinner
open
to
both
students
and non-sturally," said junior Matt Byrne, chairdiers'
inonut
o
g
e
t
h
e
r
.
dents.·
man for the College Republicans.
_McCafferty said
Debora Del Valle, ofXU's Exter"We think that we always owe our ment for -this
that at least_ 15 nal Relations Office, explained the
. support to the troops at all times, war will be
students· were c_ontent and importance. of his
especially a time of war. Whether . dwarfed by the
participating.
speech: "This year. marks the 40th
you support the war or don't, the already exist· On Thursday, WVXU broadcast anniversary of John XXIII's encyctroops deserve support because of ing ones. He also spent a few min- · our day to suppo~t those who proutes explaining his ratic~nale for en- · tect us." ·
. an interview with Mary Schoen, a lical on peace and human rig_hts .
what they do for us."
Earlier on Friday, another con- human rights cruPope John
.The gathering drew approxi- tering the war, mentioning Saddam
. mately 120 students, an.assortment ·Hussein and the potential. threat he gregatibn of students was meeting. sad er and former
w r .o t e
presents.
Hungry for Peace, students on a staff member of the
. Pacem in
of local·
'.'I can~t-help but ·.three-day fast in opposition to the peace and justice
. .
Terris in
media and
a: ·large
• think about all the men· . war, continued theirreflections and. pro grains here at .•
the coriand women who are meditations as their-fast came to a Xavier. Sb.e spoke
text of the
no·n-stuth~
dent turnliterally putting their close.
about her recent visCold
a
life on the line," ·he
"It's important for the campus . its to Iraq and the
f e w
out. Also.
in attensaid. "Pull for them,: to know that there are· people at war's disastrous efmonthsaf""""
Pray for them."
Xavier. who aren't supporting the fects on civilians.
ter the Cu-·
dance
were three .
L~cas, who had a war," said Terry McCafferty; Dor"There is no such
We
ban mis0
congress' o·
. 'J .son m Desert Storm, othyDayHouseadvisorandcoor- thingasacleanwar,"
sile crisis.
men: Steve
then took the stage and · dina~or for the group. "Fasting said Schoen. "It's reIn his lecChabot
· OUt
ture, Garr
gave a brief speech to shows our conviction in a non-vio- ally unfortunate that
. the crowd. "Now is the· lent way." '
the media is not[ac'} '
....,
will an(R)
of
Ohio, Ken
time to stop the dissent
Members of the group spurred curate]'with the costs
.
swer the
Lucas (D)
and suppor): our Com- discussion about the war while oth- of war. , There will
· .
.
,,
question:
mander-in-Chief.
Our
ers
read
works
by.non-violence
sup·
·probably
be
a
lot
of
"Are
the
of Ken-Andy Clark.
tucky, and
troops
need
to
know
porters
like
Gandhi
and
Thich
Nhat
casualties:'
_.
Matt
Byrne
principles
Sophqmore.
R o b
our moral support."
Hahn.
On Tuesdays in
J . of Catho' umor .. lie social
.
. The steady··
. Gallagher
Portman
overcastdearedandthesuµ
·.room 330, a
teaching ·
(R)ofOhio.
A mete five weeks after the re- shined through as Portman .
small group
that are
surfacing of the College Democrats, began to speak. At ·one
.gathers to support one an- presented in !'acem in Terris applirea~ly
other as they speak about cable to our current situation with
. cJub president sophomore Andy point, thi:i congressman
Clark was contacted by Byrne in asked the crowd to cheer in
,+;,
their loved oiles in the the warin Iraq?"
hopes ofco-coordinating the event. the hopes that itwould resomilitary.
Xavier students may feel far
"I support the troops just as any nate all the way across the
j
Pam Goetz from cam~ aw~y froni the conflict, as the ~nly
0
other American should, regardless world to American soldiers.
'J
pus miriistiy has a son. in direct effect our campus has seen
of their individl}al politics or per:. ''All ofus are looking for
California who can be de- because of the.war was the cancel. spective on the war," said Clark.
ways to express our sup·
ployed to Kuwait at any · .lation of the Nepal service learncasualties~
nioinent, "I worry for him. ing trip for the fall semester 2003.
The event began with the pre- port," Portman said. "We
· sentation of colors by Xavier ROTC have a strong and undying
-._·· Mary Schoen . I agree that war is always However, all students may know
· and a prayer by freshman Courtney grafitude for our troops.
a failure,'' she said. "We. pe·ople, friends and family, as well
·Byrd. · Byrne then introduced the P~ople should be allowed to
. have to listen to other cul- as other Xavier staff and students,
speakers and encouraged member.s . express their voice, but now
tures and other people. that may be deployed to serve our
of the Cro\\'.d to write supportive is the time to unite."
"I'm fasting to remind myself We shouldn't be s~pporting re- country at any time.
things to the troops on tablecloths
''.I want to say thanks to the stu- not to get comfortable when people . gimes~"
.
that will be hung up as banners on dents and to everyone,'' said Byrne. are suffering," said student ChrisDorothy Day House Secretary
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
SeniorNews Editor

''J want to say·...
'thanks. to 'the students
and to ev_eryone_.
Even ·though we all
lead busy lives,
can sti/l take time
o-1' ur da11_. to.
support those who
protect US. ·

''I support
troops just as any
.ot.her-Ame'r;rr1n
. should reuardless + _·
. . their individual
_politics or perspective
. t.he·war. ". ·
on

War

O_

"There is no such thing as a
.·clean war. It's
h h
d.' ·
Unfortunate t. at t. e me ta tS
not {accurate with the COStS +
war. There will probably be _a.
lot of
"
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BRIEFS.

Summer stlldy abroad
adventures await

~~~~.

· Jaclyn Swift, Editor:
News Room: 745-3122

.

newswire-news@xavier.edu
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Library surv~y
Xavier's McDonald Library is.
taking part in a national effort by
college and universtiy libraries to
measure the quality of their services and identify the best prac- .
tices. Xavier is posting a.survey
on the web for two weeks begin.
ning on Monday, March 31. Students will receive four email notices, or can access the survey by ·
going directly to the library Web
page. The survey will require you
to identify yourselfusingAll Card.
information. Participation will
qualify you for a chance to win a
palm pilot.
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·BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor

.

''It's a good way' to expand
proved study abroad curriculum, cheaper than just going o_ver there ..
the department will make plans If you're planning summer school, . your horizons culturally as well ···
·
outside the typical langliage-od- · it's almost the same price."
as linguistically," said stud~nt
ented destin'ations.
Greg.Mey.er, who. visited Mexico
:this past year. ·"One of the
biggest advantages is it's
Dates for Summer Programs
no_t just class. Th,e:re's free
time in the afternoon and at ·
Ctiernavaca; MEXICO
Vienna, AUSTRIA
night. It's almost like a vaMay.26. .:...June 13
July 13 ~August 9
cation . '' . Meyer also. men. May26-July4
. tioned the. value that stu- .
dents receive concerning
money spent per credits
Paris, FRANCE
San Sebastian, SPAIN
earned.·.
,
May 22 - June 22
June 1 - June 28
1\v.o Steinbe.rg ScholarJune· 27 - July 25
July 3 - July 31
ships, based op financial
May 22 - July 25
June 1 - .:,uly 31
. need at $550 a piece! are still
available for students travGERMANY
eling ~broad this summer. ·
July 14 - August 8
To· receive the award, students must be registered into ·
his/her program and have
According to McDiarmid,travel- submitted an application by April
"I'd say it gives a gopd opportunity b~cause it's not just credit iilg is still safe despite America's war 11. '
Those interested in signing up
hours, but also a chance to see an overseas. · She spoke with stu~ents
overseas environment,'' sai9 sopho- in Europe and reported that none or learning more about programs
more
Jeff Fulton,
who
studied in .. have experienced harassment or can call McDiarmid at 745-3406 ·
.
.
.
or 745-3464 .
. Germany in 2002. "It's a lot travel warnings. ·

The Office of Study.Abroad is .in
its final stages of taking applications for internation~l trips
this summer.
There are five destinations
offered: ·Austria, France, Germany, fyfexico and Spain. Application dates ".ary, some as
la~e as mid-April.
· "This is a liberal arts insti~
tution. ·Xavier ~ants to prepare
students for a global society,"
"~ said Margaret McDiarmid of
XU's modem languages dep·artment and program director of
The nursing department will be study abroad. "To be a _leader
hosting Ramou Cole-Cessay and in an international setting, an
Beatrice Haffner from the Repub~ foternational perspective is ab·
lie of Gambia to offer students and solutely key."
McDiarmid
explained
that alfaculty global understanding of
though
only
the
five
primary
localeadership and_ health care. On
tion.s
are
offered,
her
office
is
always
Wednesday, April 3 at 6 p.m., a
reception will be held in the Schiff committed .to 'transporting students
Family Conference Center towel- anywhere they would like to go. ;procome them to campus. To RSVP viding a country is found witl:i an apfor the event, call 745.;3814. For ·
more information, call Hilreth
Lanig x3816 or .Susan Namei
x3042.
March 29 2:45 .a.m• .:.._ CamMarch.24 2:30 p.m. - Cam-·
March 28 2:08 a.m. -A nonstudent was cited for driving un-. pus Police received an assualt repus Police with Norwood Police
port from a resident student who reder the influence and. for reckless
investigated a neighborhood dis..
Silent vigils are being held on
operation of a motor vehicle in the ported s~veral commuter students .
turbance report in the 1700 block
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri·
had assaulted him in his room. An .
of Cleneay Avenue. There was re- . . North lot. ·
days frpm 12:20to12:30 p.m. and
investigation ~s !'en~ing.
port of commuter. stµd~ntl) break-.
•r.· ,:
Tuesdays ·and Thursdays from · ing window and a bfoycle o~er
12:45 to 1. p.m: for peaceful soluthe weekend. An irivestigation is
tions toward the conflictwith Ir~q.
pending.·
Due to the continuing nature of
March 29 6:45 p.m. - Campus
March 24 5:3Q p.m. -Three
March 28 11:2s a.m. -Cam.this event~ an updated· schedule
Police arid Cincinnati Fire rejuveniles
were
questioned
and
espus.
Police
received
an
auto
acciwill" be published weekly. For
C()rted off campus after they were deqt report from two students in- . sponded to a fire alarm' In the Cintas
· more information, contact the
Peace and Justice programs at . observed skateboarding on the volved in a mi.nor accident in the Center. Cold water had been poured
on a grill and the kitchen filled with
stairs at the entrance of the Cintas Nprth lot.
745-3046.
smoke, which activated the alarm.
Center.

African visitors
come to Xavier

Police Notes

Vigil for peace

a

a

Peer support group

P·"'·

The Xavier Alliance is now pro- .
March 28 5:45 p.m.--..., CamMarch 30 4:30 a.m. - Campus
March 26 5:45
~A comviding a peer support group. This
muter student was. cited •in . pus Police 'received a hit and run Police and Cincinnati Fire regroup provides an opportu.nity for.
Brockman .for failure to cooperate accident report from a student . sponded to a fire alarm in Kuhlman
lesbian, gay, bisexual and ques- . with a university officfal. The. mat- whose car was parked in the R21Qt. Hall. Investigation revealed a pull
tioning students to meet with one
ter was referred to Residence Life.
down station was. intentionally
another in a confidential setting
. pulled near the entrance. .
which offers support and 11ffirmation as participants striv.e to live
Note from Campus Police ·
their lives without ridicule. Email
aliiance@xavier.edu for more inOn Wednesday, March 26, the Campus Police r.esponded to asuspicious callaboutjuveniles looking into
formation. .

.

·Nepal service
learning suspended
Due to the war and geo-political situation, the NepalAcademic
Service .Learning semester· has
been temporarily suspended for
. the Fall 2003 semester. For further
information, contact Susan Nemei
·at
745-3042
or
email
·namei@xu.edu.

Car wash
This Saturday, April 5, the students of the PR Practice in Soci.ety class will be hosting a car wash
from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. at St.
Andrew's Church to benefit the
Taste of Evanston event. .Car
washes are free, donati.ons are welcomed.

.cars at the F&W Woodburn lot. The juveniles were arrested for possession of criminal tools and for theft. Th~y
admitted to entering a vehicle and taking change. Further investigation revealed that they attempted to take
the same vehicle, causing $2,000 in damage to the ignition and steering column.
.

a

·During the search, they notic~d several vehicles were unlocked, windows rolled down, and few vehicles
still had keys in them. · .·
·
Campus ·Police would like ·to remind the students, faculty and staff of the importance of securirig their ve- ·
hicles and·removing all valuable items from their vehicles. Listed below are several basic vehicle crime prevention tips that, if followed, will help lower the riskof your vehicle being broken into or stolen: ·
-Dori't leave anything in pfain sight in your vehicle. Secure your valuables in a locked trunk or,
· even better, take them with you. .
··
·
·
-If you have .a removable face radio, take the faceplate with you wh~n you le~ve the car.
-Never leave the keys to the vehicle in the car. Don't keep a spare key under the wheel well or
with the car. Keep it in your wallet or another secure place.
·
-Always lock your ·car and pocket the key. .
.. .
-Report ariy suspicious activity to the Campus Police ·at 745,-1000.
These criminals were caught because a concerned student called Camplis Police. Always remember never
to hesitateto contact Campus Police if anything looks suspicious.
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Amnesty holds
Xavier PR
annual
class
reaches out human rights week
BY JACLYN SWIFT
Campus News Editor

Last semester, the public relations senior seminar took on the
Evanston Community Center
(ECC) as a client and created a
public relations campaign for
them. This semester's public relations class, Practice in Society,
is implementing the project.
"Technically, Xavier University is in the community of
Evanston," said senior Jim
Whelan. "It's a way of reaching
out to acommunity that we are a
part of, but don't really know
much about."
The 400-level class is taught
by Tom Schick, APR, the PR Department Chair. It is meant to be
a hands-on project to "meet the
objectives of a non-profit com-.
munity organization," as the syllabus says. Students use the ideas
of service learning and, through
their work and class discussions,
reflect on how their views have
changed during the semester.
The main objective of the
campaign is to foster better com, 'muriiff fe!afions and help the
ECC to be more effective as an
inclusive body of the community. There are a few events the
class has coordinated under this
campaign. An event called "A
Taste of Evanston," which is
modeled after the "A Taste of
Cincinnati," will take place April
11 from 6-9 p.m. at St. Andrew's
Church. Meant to bring the community together, everyone
brings a meal to share so all
neighbors can come and taste the
mea:Is. There is no admission fee,
but the coordinators will ask for
donations. Also at this event will
be games, music, various booths
and activities for members of the

community of all ages to come
and enjoy spending time with
their neighbors.
Another project the class is
working on is a membership
drive for the ECC. "They have a
very limited base of involvement,'' said Whelan. "We want
to encourage more members of
the community to participate
and know that they have a
voice." The students have put up
flyers around the neighborhoods
and have gotten local churches
and businesses involved as well.
Senior Chuck Sambuchino
has been especially involved
with the project to revamp the
community newsletter, the
Evanstonian. The class wishes
to update the newsletter; they
have expanded the pages, redone
the layout and written new feature articles to raise awareness
for the community about local
events. The class itself produces
and puts out the newsletter, doing the research, writing and layout of the publication.
Whelan's personal project is
working with the upcoming
33rd annual Memorial Day parade Evanston has put on. The.
students developed new sales
pitches to get more sponsors and
Whelan personally acquired
WCIN radio personality Everett
Cork to be the grand marshall of
the parade.
''We hope our work will carry
on and be picked up by the community,'' Whelan said. "This is
not the end of it. I don't know if
other classes will pick up where
we left off, but this is definitely
not the end of our involvement
with the Evanston community."

BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

Amnesty lnternationa:I (Al) is programming its annual Human Rights
Week from April 7-11. The purpose
of this week is to raise awareness of
violations, persecution and prejudice, as well as other human rights
issues.
Each day of the week is focused
on an issue the group will address
and a small campus event.
"Since we're all part of a global
society, we need to be aware of what's
going on here and abroad," said
sophomore Drew Mongell, president
of Xavier's Al. "Each of us has a responsibility to make sure all humans
are treated fairly. Through this week,
we hope to gain campus support for
our mission."
Monday's focus is the death penalty. There will be a showing of the
movie "Monster's Ball" in Kelley
Auditorium at 7:30 pm. with a brief,
open discussion to follow.
On Tuesday morning at 11 a.m.,
AI members will be visible on the

residential mall with their new
badge-a-minit button maker. For
what will be the first of two diversity days, students will be invited
to make a button that flaunts their
differences in nationalities and to
wear them with pride.
Wednesday is a continuation of
Tuesday's diversity theme, but with
more of a religious focus. AI will
be collaborated with Hope Israel
Palestine, another Dorothy Day
House group on campus.
There will be a tent on either
the residential or academic mall
with photos, movies and literature
inside to help give students a nonbiased education of the Middle
East conflict. Look for upcoming
promotion, detailing the exact time
and place.
XUAI will be welcoming the
Cincinnati AI on Thursday, when
they host a forum/debate on the
Iraqi conflict, with both pro- and
anti-war speakers present. Students
are welcome to come and peacefully voice their opinion. Panel-

ists include Howard Tolley,
Staughton Lynd and Charles Tassel.
Friday will be the culmination
of the week, as the group focuses on
lesbian, gay; bisexual and trans ..
sexual (LGBT) rights issues.
Partnering with the Xavier Alliance,
AI will have tables on the academic
mall with rainbow-colored tablecloths. There will be .petitions to
sign and pamphlets to read about
LGBT urgent actions.
"This is a very visible week for
us and a time where we really try to
raise awareness and consciousness
in the students," said Mongell.
Founded in London in 1961 and
adopted with a chapter at XU years
later, AI is a grassroots activist organization with over one million
members worldwide. AI is dedicated
to freeing prisoners of conscience,
gaining fair trials for political prisoners, ending torture, political killings and "disappearances" and abolishing the death penalty throughout the world.

··Good Luckwith·registration ·
.·from your campus news
girls!!! We hope you get all
the classes you want! Remember: just five more weeks
ofthis semester.·untilexams!I

New .dean at College of Business
NEWS RELEASE

Campus Contributer

Xavier University President
Michael Graham, S.J., has announced that, contingent upon
approval by the Xavier University Board of Trustees, Ali R.
Malekzadeh, Ph.D., is )he new
dean of the Williams College of
Business.
A native of Iran, Malekzadeh
has studied and worked all over
the United States, from Sa:ItLake
City to Boston. He will bring to
Xavier a depth of experience and
knowledge that will positively
impact both the campus and the
Cincinnati communities.
Malekzadeh is dean and professor of strategic management
for the G.R. Herberger College
of Business at St. Cloud State
University in St. Cloud, Minn.,

holding that position since cal standards into the business world. made expanding and improving
1998. He also served as interim Dr. Ma:Iekzadeh will be a great leader external relations a top priority,
vice president for academic afmeeting with CEO's in the Minnefairs at SCSU from 1999~2000.
apolis/St PauliSt. Cloud region to
He was the recipient of the Minpromote SCSU's mission and exnesota State University Systems'
pand, the school's impact. His work
Outstanding Academic Affairs
resulted in corporate advisory
Administrator Award in 2001.
boards in all departments within
"I am honored to join Xavier
distin~ished
the G.R. Herberger College of
University with its distinguished
Business.
history, and the Williams Col-·
"Dr. Malekzadeh is a consumlege of Business with its outmate scholru:, a highly respected instanding faculty and staff," said ·
dividual and professional with
Malekzadeh.
strong and positive values," said
"I am very impressed with Dr.
Roger Fortin, Xavier's vice presiMalekzadeh's commitment to
dent for academic affairs.
the study of business in the
"Together with the faculty in
-Ali Malekzadeh
broader context of a liberal arts
. the Williams College of Business,
DeanofWCB
education,'' said Graham.
he will help the university realize
... "That kind of integration reits mission and vision to provide
sults in ·graduates who are not for the Williams College of Business, business students with an educaonly trained in their field, but both on campus and in the' greater tional experience characterized· by
who also bring a high level of Cincinnati business community."
critical thinking and special attencommunication skills· and ethiWhile at SCSU, Malekzadeh tion to ethical issues and values."

'1 am honored to join
Xavier Universiry with
its
history,
and. the Williams·
College ofBusiness with
its outstan.ding faculry
and staff."

Malekzadeh's academic career
began at Northeastern University in
Boston in 1982.
He earned his Ph.D. in business
administration with emphasis in
strategic management from the
University of Utah in 1982.
Malekzade~'s earned both his MBA
and BSBA from the University of
Denver. He is the author of two
books, and a third is forthcoming.
His research and consulting is in
the areas of leadership, and mergers and acquisitions.
The Williams College of Business includes 10 undergraduate majors and five minors, as well as MBA
programs, including an Executive
MBA. Malekzadeh replaces Dean
Michael Webb, who is returning to
the classroom as a professor of economics.
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a 'son
Day /Time

Event

Location

Sponsor

Contact Information

"What's On Tapn includes events and meetings for students from the University Calendar [www.xavier.edu/calendar], compiled by the office of student life. Events and
meetings can be submitted and updated via the web site. Contact Carol Boschert at 745-3202 with questions about submitting student events to the calendar and
,
the compilation of this list.

STOP THE PRE··ssES!!!
RYAN'S PUB HAS A PHONE ... CALL THEM WITH TO-GO
ORDERS!
X2022

WORLD NEWS
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U.S. troops closer to Baghdad
did not stop at a checkpoint as ordered and after warning shots were
King ht Ridder Newspapers
fired.
Other accounts said that three
KUWAIT CITY, Kuwait - US Iraqi men also died in the incident
Army soldiers edged closer to and that an Army unit delayed firBaghdad on Monday, fighting from ing warning shots until the van
behind sandbags and punching was so close that it alarmed other
through one front-line Republican soldiers who raked the vehicle
Guard unit outside Saddam with cannon fire.
Four Army soldiers died in a
Hussein's capital.
High-ranking U.S. officers said suicide car bombing in the same
the first major clash in the battle for area on Saturday and U.S. troops
Baghdad could begin Tuesday, a have been on high alert for additional suicide
comprehenbombings.
sive ground assault against
To reduce the
an entire Rethreat to U.S. solp u b Ii can
diers and prepare
the battlefield,
Guard division
more air strikes
dug in behammered areas
tween the US
in and around
Army and the
Baghdad early
city.
Tuesday: Eight
"Where the
regime is, we're
thousand precicoming," said
sion - guided
US Army Brig.
weapons have
- Senior official at US Central been fired since
Gen. Vincent
Command in Doha, Qatar
Brooks.
the war begari,
Other
3,000 of them
officers warned
since Friday, the
Pentagon said.
that the war
In Washington, the Pentagon
could prove bloodier than many
Americans expect and they again claimed that relatives of Saddam
raised the specter of U.S. troops con- were trying to flee the country and
fronting chemical or biological implicitly challenged Saddam to
pi:ove that he is alive.
weapons.
"We're prepared to pay a very
"Sin.ce the coalition bombed
high price,'' said a senior official at Saddam's headquarters atthe v~ry
US Central· Command -in Doha,·. beginning of the war, the world
Qatar, who requested anonymity. "If has neither seen his hide nor hair,
that means there will be a lot of ca- only .tapes,'' said Pentagon spokes~
sualties, there will be a lot of casu- woman Victoria Clarke. "We've
not seen his sons. We've seen evialties."
One U.S. soldier was reported dence that family members are fleekilled Monday in a battle in Najaf, ing the country or trying to flee
bringing the U.S. death toll to 48, the country."
with many others wounded.
She refused to give evidence
Total Iraqi military and civilian to back up her assertion.
casualties could not be estimated,
As for Saddam's current condibut U.S. officials said seven Iraqi tion, Iraq's ambassador to the
women and children were killed by United Nations said he believed
U.S. troops near Najaf when their van that his nation's leader was alive.
BY JEFF WILKINSON

"W"e're prepared to
pay a very high price.
If that. means there
will be a lot of
casualties, there will
be a lot ofcasualties. "

In Samawah, a small city about
"I cannot believe these kinds of would take to deploy all of the unit's
speculations,'' Mohammed Aldouri troops and .14,000 pieces of armored 120 miles south of Baghdad, solsaid. "It's part of the propaganda vehicles, fighting helicopters and diers from the 82nd Airborne Division confronted mortar fire but
war.· Obviously he's still alive and· other equipment.
But a U.S. military official said rounded up more than 50 Iraqi prishe's the chief commander right now."
The comments came after ar- on condition of anonymity that the oners.
"We've effectively cut off a
mored and ground elements of the division would be "pouring in" conArmy's 3rd Infantry Division fought stantly over the next week or two, good portion of what (the enemy)
thinks he owns in the area," said
their way into Hindiya, about 50 going directly into combat.
The division's equipment has Maj. Pete Wilhelm, a spokesman
miles southwest of Baghdad.
Trading fire with Iraqi soldiers been floating on ships in the Medi- for the 82nd Airborne.
A convoy of up to 700 civilian
who sought shelter behind shrub- terranean for. weeks because of
bery and brick walls, U.S. forces re- Turkey's refusal to ·allow use of its vehicles was spotted Monday leav. portedly killed at least 35
Iraqis and captured several
dozen who wore the distinctive insignia of the Republican Guard.
Other U.S. forces probed
the outer circle of
Baghdad's defenses as war
planes relentlessly battered
Iraqi positions in and
around the capital. Among
the targets struck Monday:
the presidential palace used
by the commander of the
Republican
Guard,
Saddam's sonQusai.
After several days of attempts, the bombardment finally knocked Iraqi television off the air, though only
temporarily. 1\vo planes dePHOTO COURTESY OF KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
stroyed an Iraqi military
President George W. Bush surveys the crowd upon his arrival at the
cable repeater station about
Coast Guard facility in Philadelphia, Penn.
100 miles north of Baghdad
to disrupt the regime's combases as a staging area for a north- ing Basra for relatively safe har. munications.
With major encounters on the ho- .em front. Now, the 4th Infantry will bor in Umm Qasr. Officials believed that the vehicles carried
rizon, the Army's 4th Infantry Divi- enter,the war from the south.
"They are going to augment our families seeking refuge and husion, with 30,000 U.S. combat and
support troops, prepared to enter ·forces a! the front and fortify the rear manitarian assistance in the Britthe war. That will mark the first large areas,'' said one U.S. official, who ish-controlled port.
In the southern town of Az
reinforcement of coalition troops requested anonymity. "They are a
substantial combat multiplier. Zubayr, British forces replaced
since hostilities began.
their helmets with berets to signal
The division's spokeswoman, They'll give the Iraqis a wallop."
In southern Iraq, a measure of sta- that the fighting was over and the
Maj. Josslyn Aberle, said the first
500 troops and their equipmenf bility emerged as allied force.s cap- situation was returning to normal.
from Fort Hood in Killeen, Texas, tured 200 Iraqi prisoners near Basra
would disembark Tuesday in Ku- · but still struggled to suppress the
paramilitary fighters who have been
wait.
She would not discuss the striking supply lines with hit-anddivision's orders or how long it run attacks.
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thatthe market was crowded,'anrl •.. Nuainani, dr<?ye ~%it~ ahig~way ·. forlraq.
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· there are iio military or strategic · checkpo~nt ne#~ajaf(ori SatjirdliY · .< ·"They are surprised that the..
facilities in this' area."
an4·~avedfo(li¢Ip.~)f;foJndicate · .Iraqi· peopl~, are n~sisting them·.
Source: UN Wire ··
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Iraqis' 'Nightmare'
tellwhatcauseq.the bombillg.Af~ himself. · . "
. . :
·
th.a(we s~d that.":· .;,: .·
ter the Wednesday incideilf; ms: •. ~.>Iiaqi'Vice:President TallaY~s~in
Aziz rejected.die suggestion
US President George W. Bush
Iraq Blames US For
military spoJsesmen said.they had Ramadan said such. attacks could that Saturday's ~uicid~bomber was
. yesterday told the Iraqi people, iit ·
. Civilian Deaths In.
no planes· in ~~.'area at. ·:time become "routin·e military policy."
a terrorist arid saici thaf such "free- .
remarks interpreted and broadcast
Baghdad Marke~
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. ish forces will "~nd the reign of your
. Iraqi· officials said at· 1e_ast 35
The strikeiil Shula left a small era~ follow the enemyirito its land," said
''W:heh.;yd~·fig~(~n invader by
oppressors" and "will not relent tin- ·civilians, and possibly as many as·
ter ·about four feet across and tw~ Ramadan. "This is just the begin- whateyer m:eari~··avililable' to you,
til your country is free."
55; died Friday. when a bomb or •.·.feet· deep.,ih an" area :of concrete ·· nfug; Yoii~U h~ more.pleasant news yoµ':;µ.e .'riot a terrorist; you are· a
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"the'.{Ufiited Sbites have be~rt pohr- ' mili~f~diliat4,000.volunteers
States and the United Kingdom will . Wednesday that killed J 7:'.i)eople.
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ing:ii)tO: Iraq ·since. the start of the . ftdlilf'i3b:Ar'ab COlliitries had
topple Hussein and bring "food and At the scene of the ctlm:e, The New
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As you are spending your days
Despite our feelings on the way
and. nights fighting lialf a world you got to Iraq, now that you are
away in the name· of our country, there-, you have our unwavering
we here at home would like to ex- prayers and support.
press our _gratiThank you for
tude.
- - - - - - - - - - - - . .your bravery. It
There are no
takes a special
words to convey
person to voluno·ur respect and
0'1(1teerhis/herlifefor
admiration for the
millions .
of
courage an.d. valor .
goA~t.q/{
people you have.

''Despite our
feelings the way .
yo.it
raq, now .
;~~:0:~.i~~~b~~ thflrt-7;o/il.#~~'jb_1ff, . ::~:~· ;::t.w~~
!

J~i- ... ~ ' .

•

,:s •. --~'·1.. ..

. ..

;'l?

cause of the sacriJb'Jt,1())~'1J.'e...~,"J~Lr
face the threat of
fices men and
. - ...:;::~~::~·;--~;;::~"'~""' .
biological and
chemicahvarfare
women like you
have made that we
and work to save
are .able to live
a tortured gr<;iup
the lives we do. - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - of people that
Your service-to
may turn on you
our country is part of a long tradi-· . even as you try to save them, is a
tion of greatness that ensures us the . great sacrifice we will never forget.
privileges we all enjoy as free citi~
·As you continue on through the
zens. We can go to universities of difficult, sandy days and the.dark,
our.choice to question and learn. sleepless nights ahead, thfok not
We can vote to decide the leader of only of your friends and family who
· our country. We have the right to are proud of and miss you, but of a
state our beliefs without persecu- nation· of people praying for your
· tion. We even have the right to burn safety and: thanking you from. tlie
the flag of the country you fight to bottom of their hearts:
honor.
. . We are proud to be Americans .
In th'is ~ime of war, our nation and stand. up to yoice our suppprt
may be divided over many things: for you. Our IOve and prayers are
Democrat or Republican, conserva- with you. God ble5s, and hurry hO'ine
tive or liberal, or for or against the safely.
U.S. military presence in Iraq.
·Regardless-of those differences;
· there is one thing all Americans do
support from the bottom of their
hearts. That is you - the very men
and women that face the dangers of
war so the rest of the world does not
have to.

unwavertngprayers
d
,,
an support. . ..
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President owes

explanation
Oi;i ~t.Patrick's Day last week, I the Cincinnati. Federation of
was enjoying a successful protest at Teachers, and many local unions
the Music Hall with many union were present to protest.Wal-Mart
members from around the tri-state assaults against women,. children
:area. We were protesting Wal-Marf and vulnen1ble workers:
· T h o m a s - - - - - - - - - - - . - What shocked
CEO
Coughlin speitlcing
me ~ost was to see
Father Graham
at the Hall, spon- .
sored by -~· local
walking into the
black tie affair,
Irish men's'.group.
: Wal~Mart is well
. . 'ht.
right along with
the fat cats who
~iiown fo~ intimi- 'W~lkinddating ·,workers,
o
sneered at us on
the sidewalk. How
forcing ·workers to
work off the clock
does Wal-Mari opwithout pay, violating child labor pression coincide with .the Jesuit ·
·
·
laws, firing workers for participat- mission?
ing in imfon activities, discriminat-.
I think our Xavier·leader owes·
ing against women;
offering em- the st~de~ts. faculty and alumni an :
ployee· health care at such a high explanation for his tacit approval
·
rate that 6_0 percent of 'their of Wal.:Mart policy. ·
workforce cannot afford it.
- Scott Lecates
Gincinnati
Natioµal
Organizaiton of Women (N.O.W.),
December '03 graduate, MEd.

"Whaf shocked me
most was to ·see
R h.er .Gra. ham
· · ·.
into the .
black 'tie a_iffair_·... "
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·Media's ethics questioned
one says a word. I mean, what are ies on the covet of newspapers to
our priorities these days? ·
· celebrate a loss of life? I don't care
1\vo days in a row las_t week, I
if it's Saddam Hussein's mutilated
picked up nationally-distributed
corpse
- moral people simply
"T '
1
tt
newspapers to find pictures of dead
don't do things like that.
Iraqi soldiers on the cover; I'm_ not
I think all of America was comsure if that. bothered anyone else,
pletely outraged when· we heard
but it certainly disturbed me. What
that the dead bodies of some ofour
.
.
.
· disturbed me even more was the lack
POWs were broadcast on Iraqi teleof outcry from the American pubvision: ,The respect for Ametic'l'm·
lic.
lives am0 ng the Iraqi military is.
How dare a newspaper think so
probably little to none.· How~ver,
little of human life as to put picthat doesn't make what New York
cel~brate
tures of murdered ·soldiers on the ·
1?mes and USA Today did any less. ·
P"
front cover of their newspapers?
demeaning.
I'll simply end with_ a
. i-e. .
Now, I understand the quality of the
·quote from slain Civil Rights
newS-prilited.in-;USA..T.ada.yJs.Iela.
.
. ..
leader, .Malcolm X : "You're not
tively lacking, but even the suppos- . - Why is .an iraqi soldier's life supposed to be so blind'with:piledly "superior" New York 1imes par- looked upon a8 minusc1.de by the triotism that you can't.face reality.
ticipated i_n this horrendous prac- American public? I understand Wrong is wrong no matter who does- .
..
.
. tice.
·
some people think like one ROTC· it."'
If American soldiers were the student I once had in class. He said
ones on the front cover of those plainly an American life is worth
newspapers, the American public · . more than any other life in his niind:
would want an apology and would · Well,· I'm certainly glad God had
demand a boycott of all ttJ.eir prod- us all stamped with "Made in :
ucts. A country singer says she is America" stickers to determine who
ashamed Bush is from her home gets priority when entering heaveri ·
state and everyone demands a boy- (okay, that was sarcasm).
cott, but a dead soldier is shown on
Is it no fonger common policy ·
the cover of New York 1imesand no that you just don't put dead bod-

Attention

CHAVON MITCHELL ·
Op-Ed Assistant Editor

· 1s no tonger.
common sense that
.you just dont put
dead bodies on the
cover ofnewspapers .
to
a loss of

lifi

'

Op/Ed readers:
.

"

We knowthis is your favorite section, because.~.
, J. Where else c:an you turn to see your·
friends' smiling faces each week? .
2. Where else do you get to read the
ideas and tl"loughts of people. just like
·youf"· · .
.
3. Where else can you find the one-ina-million ·editorial cartoons that. not only
make y~u think, but laugh?

Nowhere except the
Opinions and Editorial section.

.· Send your opinions to
-·Newswire-oped@xavier.edu ·

Ifyou-~ould

like to
see your 'letter to the
edito~' in the Op-Ed
· Section, please email
_it or bring it to the
publication office on
.a·disk before
Tues_days
4 p.m. -

at

~<J.he_ Op.-c)(IBadies
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DID YOU KNOW . THAT SECOND-HAND ·SMOKE
IS THE 3ffD MOST. PREVENTABLE CAUSE OF
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Off~Campus

Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.

London ...... $364

and NOT
just on line

Paris ......... .-S342

*Free Heat & water
*·Walkto Campus
*Cable/Dish Hook-up
*Parking.
·
, *Air-Conditioning ·

Madrid ......... $340 .
San Jose, CR~ .. $396 ·.

.

Housing

. .

NOW Leasing
$340.00 and up .

Fare is roundtrip from Cincinnati. Subject to change and availability.. Tax not.
. Included. Restrictions end bl~c~outs apply.

. Manageri.Art
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Need SUMMER STORAGE?
All Climate EZ Stor ·
We make it EZ to Stor!

1720 Dana Ave.
Cincinnati, Oh. 45207
Phone: (513)396-7867
Fax: (513)396-7869

www.ez-stor.com

CLOSE TO XAVIER CAMPUS/CINTAS CENTER
CALL: (513) 396-7867 for details and reservations
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Muskies drop two
of three to Hawks

Steve Metzger, Editor
Sports Desk: 7.45-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Sports talk show
host Jim Rome
coming to campus
Nationally syndicated sports
talk show host Jim Rome is appearing at the Cintas Center on Saturday, May 10, from noon to 3:00 p.m.
Rome hosts one of the nation's most
popular sports talk shows, with
more than 185 affiliates nationally.
He also hosts a weekly television
show, "Rome is Burning" on ESPN
and had a television show, "The
Last Word," on Fox Sports Net for
the five years prior.

Women's golf
finishes fourth
The Xavier University women's
golf team finished fourth after only
one round at the William and Mary
Invitational. The second round of
the invitational was not completed
due to inclement weather.
The Musketeers shot a combined 313 on Saturday, which put
the team in fourth on the first day
of the tournament.
Sophomore Sarah Sparks led the
Musketeers with a first round 74 to
finish the tournament tied for fifth,
just one stroke off the lead.

Men's golf takes
sixth
With the lowest score during the
final round, the Xavier men's golf
team moved up to sixth place in
the Johnny Owens Invitational.
The Musketeers shot a combined 304 on Sunday, to climb to
sixth from I Ith on the final day of
the tournament. Xavier finished
with a three-round total of924, putting them one shot back from fifth
place Arkansas-Little Rock.
Junior Miles Maillet led the
Musketeers with a final round 71
to finish the tournament tied for
fourth at 224, just four strokes off
the lead.

Tennis has success
in ·Keystone state
The men's and women's tennis
teams travelled to Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, respectively, to face
Atlantic 10 competition.
The men took care of George
Washington on Saturday, 4-3, then
proceeded to down Duquesne on
Sunday, 5-2.
Meanwhile, the women took
down Temple in Philadelphia, 4-3,
on Saturday.
Friday afternoon the men travel
to Dayton to take on the Flyers. The
women are back in action against
Louisville next Tuesday.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

teers manufactured five runs over
seven innings as the top half of the
batting order went 10 for 21.
Senior leadoff man Eric
Greenwell sparked the offense, going four for four, scoring a run and
driving one in.

BY STEVE MElZGER
Sports Editor

"There is no way to defend a
walk": a Little League maxim that
rings true in both professional and
college baseball.
The Musketeers found the truth
to this pearl of baseball wisdom,
dropping two games in a threegame series at St. Joseph's last weekend as the Hawks scored a couple
of times on bases-loaded walks.
Earlier in the week, the
RedHawks of Miami (OH) traveled
to Hayden Field and dueled the
Muskies to an 11-11 tie as the game
was called on account of darkness.
As always this time of year, ·
weather continues .to play a role,
and the Musketeers' game against
Pittsburgh last Wednesday was can·
celed due to rain.
The baseball team is now 10~
13-2 overall and 2-4 in the A-10
with yesterday's victory over Ohio
University at Hayden Field.

XU 11, MIAMI {OH) ll

(Binn.)
Last Tuesday's game was definitely a seesaw battle until it was
called for darkness in the eighth
inning.
The RedHawks Jumped out to a
1-0 lead in the first inning on an
unearned run. However, the Musketeers responded in the bottom
half with back-to-back doubles off
the bats of seniors Matt Tedford and
Mark Andres and a single by junior Alec Moss.
In the top of the second, Miami
responded with a tWo-run home run
from junior Ryan Edginton off
sophomore starter JT Schultz.
Edginton struck again in the
third, blasting another home run,
this time to left field, that drove in
three runs to close out an inning
that saw Miami score four to increase their lead to 7-2.

. SJU 3, XU 2 {8 inn.)
The goddess Fortune was not so
kind to the Musketeers in the second game of the doubleheader as
Musketeer bats could only muster
three hits in a game that lasted eight
innings.
The Hawks, on the other hand,
could barely make use of 10 hits,
leaving 11 men on base,. as they
walked away with a 3-2 wjn.
Senior Greg Wiggers pitched a
marvelous seven innings, allowing
two earned runs while striking out
six and scattering nine hits. Unfortunately, the Muskie bats could not
help him out, and he walked away
with a no decision.
Senior Kevin Crowley came into
·
NEWSWIREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA
Sophomore JT Schu.,ltz looks down in disgu_st after.
Jhe.. g!lrrie lP the bottom of the
surrendering a three-run home run in last Tuesdays game
eighth to try to afford the Muskeagainst Miami (OH).
teers the opportunity of batting in
the ninth, but it was not to be.
After striking out the first Hawk
Xavier was not to be shut out of Field, but their last-minute rally was
the runfest and came back in foe to no avail as they left the bases batter, Crowley surrendered a oneout double. He then proceeded to
fourth with seven runs to make the loaded.
walk the next three batters, allowscore 10-9, Xavier.
ing the winning run to cross home
In the bottom of the seventh, the
XU 5, SJU 1
plate.
Musketeers recaptured the lead
from the RedHawks, who had put
The Musketeers came away with
across a run in the top half on an an important A-10 win Saturday in
SJU 6,XU 5
RBI single from sophomore John Philadelphia in the first game of a
Slone. ·
doubleheader, defeating the Hawks,
The Musketeers also dropped
the rubber game of the three-game
The lead was short-lived, how- 5-1.
Senior Adam Jahnsen gave a series on Monday after the schedever, as Miami was able to put just
. enough.offense together to squeak strong pitching performance once uled Sunday game was postponed
a run over in the top of the eighth again, going the distance in the due to inclement weather.
The Muskies fell behind in the
seven-inning contest, allowing ·
to tie the game once again. .
It looked like Xavier might sal- only one earned run and striking second, 1-0, but then came back in
vage a victory in the bottom half of out four while not walking a batter.. the fourth to take a one-run lead
the eighth as the shadows grew·
. The offense came by way ofoldsee Baseball on page 13
longer and longer over Hayden fashioned small ball. · The Muske-

][

On Tap

Wednesday, April ·2
*

*

Baseball at Butler
at3p.m.

Sunday; April 6
* Baseball at UMass

Friday. April· 4
Men's Tennis at
Dayton at 3 p.m.

Saturday, April
*.

at noon

Tuesday, April 8 .
* Women's Tennis at

s

Louisville at 3 p.m.

Baseball at UMass (DH)
at noon

*
.

·_ .1:::

~

.'

Baseball vs. Eastern Kentticky at 3 p.m;.

All h9me games are in bold

Ho~'e baseball games a~e played
·

at· Hayden Fit:ld · .

..

--
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Baseball
overrun by SJU

Dave Rants
"No need for March

Continued from page 12
off a sacrifice fly by Andres and an
RBI single from Moss.
However,. Xavier's lead was
short-lived as the Hawks put four
across in the bottom half. St. Joe's
would get one more in the seventh
after the Muskies tied the game in
the top half on an RBI single to left
from Andres.
Sophomore starter Sean
Finnegan went three and a third innings, giving up five runs, four
earned, and striking out six. Senior Jarrett Sues entered the game
in relief, allowing one earned run
in four and. two-thirds innings
pitched.
However, Sues' strong pitching
performance was unable to
jumpstart the Musketeers' offense
as they left eight men on base.

XU 3,0U 2
Gallagher redeemed himself
yesterday at Hayden Field as the

Musketeers defeated Ohio University, 3-2.
He went six innings allowing
two earned runs on five hits, striking out two and walking none.
The Muskies struck first in the
second inning as senior Kevin
McKnight homered to left field.
The Musketeers put across two
more in the sixth. Senior Ryan
Schreen and Greenwell both
singled after McKnight flied out to
begin the inning. After advancing
one base each on a passed ball, they
scored on an RBI single off the bat
of Moss.
Ohio tried to respond in ·the top
half of the sixth inning as they man~
aged two runs. However, they could
not overcome the one-run deficit
Freshman Mark Grissom came
on and pitched two and two-thirds
of quality relief, striking out one
and walking four.
Crowley came into the game in

the top 9f the ninth after Grissom
had walked two and proceeded to
get the last Ohio batter to fly out,
securing the win for Gallagher.

Sports Editor

Senior Amy Waugh will be
among the participants atESPN's
College Slam Dunk and ThreePoint Championships on Thursday in New Orleans.
Waugh will compete against
other women's college basketball
seniors
in
a
threepoint shooting contest at the
Alario Center. If she wins the
women's portion, she will face the
men's champion.
This past season, Waugh led

the nation with 3.6 threes per game
'and set the Xavier single season
record by connecting on 107
triples.
Waugh, with help from senior
Reeta Piipari and freshman Tara
Boothe, was a key member of a rysilient women's basketball team
that rebounded from a losing season last year and, under first-year
head coach Kevin McGuff, made
their fifth appearance in six years
in the NCAA Tournament.
The Muskies, however, could
not get out of the round of 64, los-

Sadness"
Oh yeah, and we have some guy
by the name of Sato. Romain will
Alright, so finally step into the forefront of the
we're out of the Musketeers' attack next year, his seNCAA Tourna- nior campaign, to prove he can head.ment in the sec- line as well as open up for a go-to
ond round for guy like West.
the second year
Once June rolls around and West
in a row. Big officially becomes a part of the Nadeal.·_
tional Basketball Association, the
If there was eyes of the Musketeer faithful will
ever a positive year in Musketeer turn to the 6-5 specimen from the
basketball history, this was it. Central African Republic to lead us
Granted, many felt this was "the once again into the promised land.
year" to make a Final Four run.
Running the show on the court
First I'd like to have whoever will be fifth-year senior Lionel
said that first tarred and feathered Chalmers, who earned eligibility
for jinxing it, and secondly, I ask by not playing his freshman year
that everyone remember that it can and graduating on time.
Chalmers, who missed a good
only be "the year" for a select
amount of teams. Looking back, part of this year's run with a foot
2002-03 is definitely a year Xavier injury, looks to be back next year,
basketball fans can be proud of.
healthy and determined to guide
They say that college basketball the Muskies to the top of the Atlanis a game of runs, meaning that tic 10 and beyond.
streaks of scoring followed by shutThe fan base supporting X has
ting the other team down will usu- burgeoned over the past three
years, ever since the opening of the
ally win you a ballgame.
· Well, this also holds true in the Cintas Center. Almost every game
bigger picture. A series of at-large was sold out at the beginning of
or highly-seeded NCAA Tourna- the season, with next year promisment bids is something to build a ing similar results. The Web site,
program on, regardless of which Musketeermadness.com, is
round you lose in.
flooded with news and opinions
This season, we also say goodbye from Muskie fans across the nation.
to a monstrous piece of the puzzle,
We could sit here all summer and
senior David West. David is the pine over why we lost to Maryland.
centerpiece which Skip Prosser and Don't bother. Coach Matta and the
now Thad Matta have built their · returning players will be doing
team around.
enough of that for the lot of us. The
You could take up the entire rest fact is any team is going to make it
of this page listing David's accom- hard for you to come back when
plishments, and it still probably you play a first half like Xavier did.
wouldn't do him justice. So why
Let me tell you, one of the most
should anyone look forward to a horrifying things about sitting there
Westless 2004?
in Nashville watching us struggle
Four, count them, four starters re- in the first half was the shocking
turning next year, people. What realization that if things don't turn
does this mean exactly? It means around, I will have to start looking
almost everyone on the floor is go- into Reds tickets. The freakin'
ing to_ have at least one NCAA Tour- Reds!
nament under their belt, and will
I considered just photocopying
have continued to build ·on this my notebook from the Maryland
year's experiences.
game and posting it on here, but I
New additions Dedrick Fhm and think one excerpt pretty much sums
Anthony Myles exceeding all ex- it up: "Still giving up easy baskets
pectations, Finn making the At- ... somehow we're only down by
lantic lO'sAll-RookieTeam, Myles three ... what if my head explodes
being named All-Conference Third on national television? . . . if it's
Team. Just wait, it gets better.
possible to develop an irregular
Coly, Doellman, Cage and heartbeat in the span of two minBarker. Remember those names, utes, I just did."
you'll be hearing a lot more about
Before you close the books on
them next fall.
this season and put away the 17 free
In addition to what appears to "X" t-shirts you own (courtesy of
be one of the strongest recruiting the X-Treme Fans), take a moment
classes in school history, younger to reflect on what was another mileplayers from this year's team will stone year in Xavier history.
have the opportunity to step up and
Two 26-win seasons in a row
assume new roles.
suits me just fine. We've got a great
Freshman Brandon Cole will fi- thing going here at Xavier, and with
nally see some action, and we last year's long-term signing of
should see more of freshmen Will Matta, it appears things are only
Caudle and Angelo Smith in '04. . going to get better from here.
I'm just gonna come out and say
Here's to a great year and many
it, Tom Compton is the Ryan more to come. See you at next year's
Caldwell of the future, I'm calling "mid-afternoon madn~"
it right now.

BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst. Sports Editor

Waugh to face
NCAA's best long"range·· shooters
BY STEVE MElZGER
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ing to the Gauchos of the University of California at Santa Barbara two weeks ago. This marks
the second time in three years that
Xavier has had a player in the
event.
Two years ago, Nicole
Levandusky took part in the
Three-Point Championship in
Minneapolis. .
The competition will air on
ESPN2 at 10:30 p.m. on April 3.
It will re-air on ESPN on
Saturday, April 5 at 3 p.m.
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'Basic' is anything but
THE FILM TAKES SO MANY TWISTS AND TURNS YOU WONT BE SURE WHAT'S GOING ON

Art exhibitions
On Friday, April 4 from 6 to 9
p.m., the Cincinnati Arts
Association's Alice F. and Harris K.
Weston Art Gallery in the Aronoff
Center for the Arts will premiere
two new exhibitions: "Inner Gardens," a series of landscape paintings by Deborah MorrisseyMcGoff that reflects on personal
space and our intricate relationship
with the natural word; and "Paintings" by Jim Wainscott, a survey of
the artist's figurative and landscape
paintings.
The artists will present a free informal talk about their work on
Sunday, April 6 at 5 p.m. For more
information, call 977-4165 or visit
www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston.
Suggested admission is $1.

'Silk Road'
"The Glory of Silk Road: Art
from Ancient China" is open to the
public at the Dayton Art Institute.
For centuries, the greai Silk Road
traversed the massive expanse of
China, linking the West and the
East.
Drawn fro.pl the collections of
more than 20 museums and archaeological institutes, these works
of art highlight the influence of the
West on China prior to the T'ang
Dynasty more than 1,000 years ago.
The exhibit is on display through
May 11. Tickets are $12 for adults
and $10 for students (over 19 with
ID).

'Inside Africa'
"Inside Africa" is a new exhibit
hosted by the Cincinnati Museum
Center at Union Terminal.
The exhibit views the continent
and its people from historical and
contemporary perspectives through
hands-on activities, multimedia presentations and a collection of African artifacts.
'~Inside Africa'' is a national
traveling museum exhibit that will
tour for five years to 12 cities across
the United States. The exhibit will
be on display at the Cincinnati Museum Center until May 4.

BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

I understand in Hollywood,
original ideas are hard to come by.
I understand productions will have
similarities and that every film can't
be a "Memento." But what I don't
understand is how a project as lame
and comatose as "Basic" makes it
out of first gear and ever gets the
green light.
Military mystery, conflicting
stories and a jaw-dropping whodunit ending? Sounds like something Donald Kaufman from ''Adaptation" came up with.
The Army Ranger training program is under the command of Sergeant Nathan West (Samuel L.
Jackson), an authoritative, heartless
instructor whose military exercises
in the jungles of Panama are more
like the Iditarod than a hike.
West and six of his trainees fly
into the jungle via helicopter in the
midst of a hurricane for a late night
drill. On the eve of La. Dia de los
Muertos (Day of the Dead), the helicopter jettisons all seven Americans, and the exercise begins.
When a rescue airlift arrives later
that night because of missed radio
contact, they discover that West and
four other soldiers are dead. The
only two survivors are Dunbar
(Brain Van Holt) and Kendall
(Giovanni Ribisi).
Dunbar's insistence to speak
about the happenings with someone
not associated with the base
forces Colonel Bill Styles
(Tim Daly) to contact outside assistance. He urgently
reels in Tom Hardy (John
Travolta), an ex-Ranger interrogation specialist whose
days of wearing a rank are
over.
Hardy's presence is not
well-liked by Julia Osborne
(Connie Nielsen), the site interrogation officer with
whom .he is now partnered.
It doesn't help that he gets
Dunbar to talk very quickly after
Osborne spent two futile hours trying to pry conversation from him.
Thanks to a change of environment and Hardy's laid-back banter,
he and Osborne finally get a story
out of Dunbar. The pair. then
hightail it over to the hospital to
check the veracity against Kendall's
account. Not surprisingly, his recollection is much different.

John Travolta is one tough hombre, just look at his tattoo. Don't pay attention to the plot, though, just
stare at the tattoo.
Slowly, they piece together the
sequence of events that happened
in the tumultuous hours following
West's murder on the island - but·
no one knows who's telling the
truth. Harry Connick, Jr., makes a
small appearance as a hospital administrator who manages to clear
up some confusion about the Rangers, namely a misconception about
false identities.

Every time things seem to come
into focus and they think they have
the right story, something else
comes into play. In truth, no one
really has a grasp on what happened
and if anyone even died at all until
the very end.
·
Before I delve into this crisscrossed excuse of a story, I'd like
to vent and say that Nielsen needs
to. pick an accent. Sometimes we

get what sounds like a Kentucky
drawl, but most of the time it's
straight-up Los Angeles.
"Basic" overlaps one version of
the story over another until the audience is disoriented and dizzy.
Whether you're incredibly enter-.
tained or have conceded altogether,
it's hard not to notice the uncanny
similarities this film has to others.
The var}ring accounts of a military leader's death is a page straight
out of the "Courage Under Fire"
script. Travolta's soldier-turnedinterrogator is strangely reminiscent of "The General's Daughter."
Even his short soliloquy concerning the basic nature of murder is un-.
original, bearing great resemblance
to Verbal Kint's dialogue in "The
Usual Suspects."
Jackson and Travolta are superb
actors, but they're dealing with used
goods here. Jackson holds his own
fine, but if I'm .ever in tile mood to
see a nazi drill instructor, I'll pop
in "Full Metal Jacket." Nielsen is
unimpressive and overshadowed
· here just like she was in "Gladiator."
The three leads .are surrounded
with young talent (Dash Mihok,
Ribisi, Roselyn .Sanchez), but the
trainee characters are wasted with
predictable lines mashed into inadequate screen time.
Director Jon McTiernan, ("Die

live Wires·

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before April 1 ...

Gob Foot in Mouth Disease (Arista) ... Ringo Starr Ringo Rama (Koch)
... Liam Lynch Fake Songs (S-Curve) ... White Stripes Elephant (Third
Man/V2) ... Robbie Williams Escapology (Virgin) ... Boy Sets Fire To- ·
morrow Come Today (Wind-up)
... all dates are tentative.

Hard," "Predator") perhaps once
the best action director around, is ·
running low on gas - which would
explain his enthusiasm in bringing
"Die Hard 4" to the silver screen.
One impressive note was Steve
Mason's colorful· cinematography-·and lighting on the indoor scenes
(the outdoor sequences were pretty
awful).
The anticipated reuniting of
Travolta and Jackson in their first
collaboration since "Pulp Fiction"
. is a serious dud. "Basic," on any
level, is nothing more than substandard Hollywood action fodder
churned out with great actors going through the motions.

Thursday, April 3
Taking Back Sunday
@Bogart's

Sunday, April 6
50 Cent
@Bogart's·

Sunday, April 6
·cupse
@Bogart's

Sunday, April 6
Xzibit
@ Bogru::trs
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,'Head of State' suprisingly funny
.

..

..··

.

.

.·

.

.

·.

.

.

. Mays' opponent, incumbent Vice
the party is set up for his own President Brian Lewis (Nick
would-be. successful election in · Searcy) to sabotage any chance
Mays may have of gaining support.
· .
Often, movies that become Hol- four years. · ·
· . From the beginning, Mays starts At the same time, Debra and Marlywood gold are ones that seekto
explore issues that deeply affect hu- • out fighting a losing battle. His tin begin to believe in Mays'
party is just usipg him to gain some chances of winning.
manity'.
. The remainder of the movie
Look at what . "Raiti Man'; and ·minority support for the pext elec~
''A Beautiful Mind" did for mental tion, and he· is forced by Debra to comes down t~ .a battle. between
disorders or what "Saving Private . give meaningless speeches and re- · those who tru,ly believe in Mays and
· Ryan" did for'watfare and "Rocky" frain from speaking his mind on those who _warit him to fail.
The idea behind "Head of State" ..
did for underdogs. If it were to fol- issues.
After giving · so many · gives it plenty of promise but the
low this trend, Chris Rock~s new
effort; "Head of State," would be set uninspiriitg'speeches, Mays' ideal- .·only thing it truly capitalizes on is
to' become another movie made of · ism begins to take hold. He takes being a successful fish"out-of .waan .active role in his campaign and ter story. Mays is the most unlikely
Hollywood gold.
· Rock stars as Alderman Mays that is where things take off.. As person to run for president in the
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
. Gilliam, a11 idealistic African- Ma!'s takes on issues and gains pub~ history of the United States and that
is where it draws all its comedy.
. American, who is randomly
Chris Rock as president? That's whack!
Mays is the antithesis of a presiplucked from the ghetto of
dential candidate: a working class
Washington, D.C., to serve
, Joe who has to constantly be reas the presidential candidate
minded tliat presidential ca_ndi- to "Hot in. Herre" and running obviously awkward position, but
for a party whose original
. dates don't say anything worth screaming from the room when ·that doesn't mean they aren't funny.
nominee unexpectedly dies.
The movie doesn't seriously adThe already losing party
saying and that you have to t~ke . Mays shouts, "Theroofis on fire!"
The sporadically~rapped narra- dress the. issue of having an Afridoesn't expect Mays to
campaign .donations from anystand chance .. Mays de·- ·
where possible; even Crib_MaltLi- tion of Nate Dogg, and the half- · can-American president, but that's
· quor. ·
dressed, gyrating woinen surround- not really .what the movie is about.
cides to give it his best shot,
Bernie Mac, who plays Mays' ing him are out of place and annoy- The movie is about an Africannot knowing that even his .
brother and running mate Mitch, ing, and· seerri more likely to belong . American male who just happens
·own party doesn'thave faith
·
to be running for president.
.is a perfect match for Rock. His in a rap video on MTV;
in him.
Mays'· relationship with Lisa
It might not be the stuff of HolDebra Lassiter (Lynn
thug-1.ike character adds plenty of
Clark (Tamala Jones) is reminiscent lywood gold that leaves. a lasting
Whitfield) and Martin
laughs to the mix.
· The movie has its high and low of a .Rocky ·and Adrian relationship. mark in movie history, but this is a
Geller (Dylan Baker) are Mays' lie support~ the· opposition and .
'campaign consultant and campaign Mays' own party begin to fear for · points. The scene at the fundraising The ending is predictable. and movie that has some golden comedy.
·
manager who are assigned by Sena- · the worst; he might actually stand ball is one continuous laugh. Noth- sappy,' but still funny.
Most of the jokes of the movie
. ing is funnier than seeing a group.
tor Arnot (James Rebhorn), the op-.· a chance of winnipg.
Out offear, Arnot,teams up with · of rich, white, old people ciancing are based on stereotypes or Mays'
.portunistic party line leader, to keep
BY AMY SHROEDER
Contr~buting Writer

~~~.,,..-.......,,--,---=-...,....-~~~

. Mays under co11trol and make sure
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'Dead Poets Society'battles·it out
CAMPUS NEWS EDITO.R JACKIE AND DIVERSIONS EDITOR DAN DECIDE; IF THIS WAS A MOVIE ABOUT INSPIRATION OR ABOUT JOINING A MOB

Jackie SAVS:
Henry David Thoreau said,
"Most men lead lives of quiet des. peratiori." If there is one thing this
movie encourages young viewers to
·
do, it is not that.
"Dead Poets Society" is the inspiring movie of Mr. Keating, a
teacher at an exclusive-all-boys prep
school in the late 1950s. His unorthodox teaphing methods upsetthe
parents and the administration, yet
make his students individuals. The
· best part about this movie is the way
it teaches students to think for themselves. At a time when all-boys private schools ran amuck with ridicu1o us. disciplinary policies, he
reached out to the students on another level.
This movie is not great because ·
of the writing, or due to the' upbeat
relationship the comedic and dra- ·.
matic elements have. It is not.even
Robin Williams' amazing performance as Mr. Keating. It is the way
it makes you .feel when you are
done. watching ·and how it makes
you think:
·
Above all, it encourages you to
find oµt who you are, and to always
be that per~on, no matter what society and other people arourid you
are telling you. It tells you to think
' for yourself and become everything .
. you always wanted to be. It brings
new meaning to the phrase "Carpe
Diem."
'Of course, the other great thing

Dan SAYS:
I have had teachers who have·
"Dead Poets Society". has
·done a pretty good job of fool- ·.touched me, and I'm glad to say
. ing people into thinking it was a they're nothing like this.· They
at.an individual level and
groundbreaking, inspirational reach
. film.
heip me .to learn ·something ab9ut
The movie plays with our ·myself. They do not hold bland
· emotions· and. makes anyone cliched exercises of stan~ing on
who doesn't lik~ the movie out chairs to question authority.
·to be a horrible monster who
The students don't become their
doesn't appreciate what a good own individuals; they become this
guy's personal little army. With the
teacher can do for a student.
'It has become a staple for exception of the one boy who commany people's favorite movie mitted suicide, the rest of the boys
list and a movie everyone should· are loyal to Williams' character.·
PHOTO COURTESY OFVyWW.IMDB.COM
like, not for any real reason, just ' Remember how ~ngry the boys
were at the one boy who admitted
D_id this climactic conclusion come from a ·group of grateful students bec~use everyone else does. .
or from a. mob of brainwashed boys~
·
· In the movie, we see Robin Wil~ to the.faculty that Williams' charlia!Ils playing a teacher who is acter had brainwashed them? They
teaching a poetry Class. That's not . weren't their own individuals then,
about this movie is that it will al- . dents. They deserve to know that an important fact· though, there is they were the goon squad for this·
ways remind you of the one teacher yourlife is better because they were very little poetry .being taught there. poetry teacher who never taught
who has touched your life.
. in it.Mr, Keating was moved a:tthe It's mostly liim doing different ex- poetry.
Wouldn't stUdents who were inAs you go through the remain~ end of the movie when, even as the ercises to inspire the students',
der ~f your academic career and the . .·administration was carrying him out whjch hardly makes him a good spired to live life to the fullest say
rest ofyourlife, you 'will never for- the door, his 'students passionately· teacher. A good teacher would in- something about this when they
get the teacher who· made you feel . stood up agains~ them on their desks spire the students with the subject .were wishing their beloved teacher
like someone finally cared about and saluted him with, "O Captain, matter, instead of using cheap farewell? Maybe they could have
you and not just how you per~ my Captain."
'
"seize the day': exercises ·that no said something like "We won't forThe knowledge he gave them one really enjoys because there's . getwhatyou taughtus," or "You've.
formed in school.
This was the teacher who saw. · extended far beyond the poetry he nothing to argue with,
changed my life." Instead, they
great things ·in you, knew what you . taught.· He taught them to be indi"Seize the Day" is one of those stand on their .chairs and pledge
.were capable of and raised the bar :viduals, seize the day and -live it. "quotes of the week" that middle their allegiance to Williams. They
to make ymi a.better person. They_ That is,what makes. this movie so·. school English teachers use because haven't become individuals;
expected your best because they be- great. What is a better gift to leach- they think .they're inspiring some- they've become a loyal mob, willlfoved you could give- it. ·
· ers than the knowledge that at least one .. As if a student is going to be· ing to pummel any other stµdent
This movie is for ·an those teach- · one life has been drastically, ini- in class and suddenly realize, "Hey, who doesn '.t see the teacher the
ers or mentors who have, in some · proved because of them? .
I could seize the day. I've never same way.
way, touched the lives of their sfuthought of that before."
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sure Kenneth has outgrown this by
now, though_.. Better keep him out
of the classrooms just to be safe,
though. He might have painful

April2

flashbac~.
This picture makes about as
Everyone's new favorite hipmuch sense as this week's column
is going to. Look at little Zelda in
h
l
th
l
d
d
hop
artist, 50 Cent; will try not to
. By Jim.Murp Y· Top ace an item in e ca endar, mail to newswire-ca 1en ar@xavier.e. u or ML 2129...
fake the funk while he shows off
that picture. It looks like a promo
Suits, who seem to just appear at his skills at Bogart's at 8 p.m. Up·picture for ''The Lion King.": For
every event these days, .
date: I'm still not obsessed with
God's sake, they all have manes.
The Xavier Players will produce him or his 'music. Give me Yanni
This picture is so good, it gets ·
April 3
two paragraphs of analysis. I bet
a "24-Hour.'fh~ater'~ at 8 p.i;n. in the· ·any day.
There will be a spring campus
they're all wearing bik;e shorts unG-Spot Theatre, a play which they · .................~-·1111•11W"I•
der their clothes and their fanny employment fair in the Cintas Banhave written, directed and rehearsed I~ [I]~
packs were left in the car. Sadly, I quet Room sometime.today. I
over a.period of 24 hours: I can't - · - - - - - -- bet one out of every five students couldn't find. the time on the Web
get over the feeling that locking a
· · April
'- bunch of Xavier Players in the G. ';foday, dozens of people across
at Xavi~r will mistake this for one site. Oh well, just show up whenSpot is far from a. good idea. Ifs America will celebrate "Workplace
of their own family photos. Litt!e ever you want to, I guess. I simply
kinda like mixing chemicals ... you Napping Day." Dozens more will
Z'.eld.a is on serious drugs now. No, . had nothing else to put in here.
I'm serious. Family portraits can
Inexplicably, the judge . never exactly know what. the out-· continue .to observe ·this· as .a
do some-· horrible things to a.
ruled that· Zelda would 9ome will be, but you can bet it weekly holiday know'n as "Mon. won't be positive.
day:"
·child's psyche.
be better off in a. foster
Finally; the Men for Others will
International Coffee Hour celApril 4
ebrates Spain from 3:30 until 4:30
host Sensuous Saturday Cinema, a
home.
p.m. on the second floor of the GXavier's Relay for Life begins at
Beginning at 8 p.m: in pajama dance party, o~ both at 10: 15
· Spot. I would like to apologize 6 p.m. on the beautiful greenspace. Bellarmin'e Chapel, the music of. p.m. on Ledgewood.
.
April 8
for my comments last week regard- There will be a virtual plethora of '·Kaleel Skeirik will be presented in
If you really cari't find something
· The discussion of foreign policy
ing Japanese people· eating dogs. festivities, headlined· l?Y a perfor~ the production of "Three Spiritual t9 do tonight,. then I have absolutely continues at noon in the. Romero
Apparently, this is not part of their mance from Red Wanting Blue, a Reflections." :The texts of the pro- no pity for you~ . ·
Center. Do we even have a conculture. Well, as coincidence· jam band from a little place called duction feature the authorship of
crete foreign policy anymore? It
would. have it, I've never eaten a. Columbus, at 9 p.m. This event is some of Xavier's very own professeems like this is the strategy these .
· dog either; I w~nder if I'm part. ' being held to benefit the American sors. Okay, I' rri not g01ma .lie, I ·
days: 1.) Invade c~untry 2.) Kill
- Cancer Society, so make sure to don't even know what I just wrote.
Japanese?
April 6
· at will 3.) God bless America.
.Has it really been a year since bring plenty of cigarettes with you.
· Habitat for Humanity is hosting
I would just like to point outthat .
If this column made no sense to
· the G-Spqt was erected? It would
Shout out to a fellow a blues night .at 8 p.m. in the· Ar- today is National "Repot Your anyone else (because it sure made
appear so, as there will be a~ anni- . Clevelander, Michael Roman, who mory. This event is a fundraiser, Plant" Day. To all of you freelance none to me), it's probably because
versary celebration at 1 p.m. in this will be performing his senior recital so you'll have to pay $3 as a stu- botanists out there, this does not say, I have gotten about seven hours of
now infamous location. Food, at 7:30 p.m. in Long Rec.ital Hall.
dent to get in. Once y~m get irt,. "re-plant your pot." I'm sure it's sleep in the last two day~ .. This is
games, souvenirs, and prizes will
the only explanation I can give for
however, the fun doesn't stop. growing quite nicely-as it is.
. be available to all who attend;
Ken Peplowski (no, not the kid - its overwhelming incoherence.
There will be 3: silent auction (does
Must ... resist ... temptation ... to
Big ups to Kat for finding this
anyone else wonder if they ever from South Park) performs jazz
· April 5
... write ; .. about. .. eating ... at
shot someone for talking during a 'music on his clarinet at 7:30 p.m. in week's picture. While trying to
... G-Spot. Wow, that was tough.
Wow, there are a lot of events silent auction? Am I $e only one the G-Spot Theatre. Remember the contact Zelda, we found out that
I'm glad I was able to fight the urge going on tonight. Try not to wet who thinks of these things? Is any- . kidswho played clarinet in the grade she had changed her I).ame to
to write that. I feel like a reformed yourself with excitement. Okay, you bo~y list~ning to me?), food, and schooi band? They were usually Shenandoah and threatened to
the music· of the Fabulo.us Cheap. the same kids who ate chalk. I'm press charges. Murphout/Katout.
man now. Oh wait, ~o I don't.
just did. Yeah; that's disgusting. ·
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Help Wanted
Person needed for Sales/Mar. keting. Will train! Must be energetic, organized, fast-paced and
willing to learn. ·If interested,
please call Tammy at 772-5888 ext

205.
Summer Job!!
Day camp in Mason, Ohio. We
provide the training! Hiring camp
counselor, certified lifeguards and
lead counselors. Call Amanda at
772-5888 ext. 204.
CTI, a local healthcare service
company, is looking for full-time
and part-time Research Associates.
Must have Micros9ft Office experience and be available a minimum
of 20 hours per week. This position is ideal for college students
or recent grads. Please contact
Ci~dy Schulten at· 598-9290 or
email at cschulten@ctifacts.com.
Earn $5 in 10 minutes.
Volunteers are needed for a study
on
balance
ability.
No ~thletes or form~r athletes.
For more .information call Dr..
Davlin at x3430.

For.Rent
Great house just put on the market for renters! Nice 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom, house that will comfort~
ably hold 4, 5 or 6 tenants. Newly

painted interior, front porch, backyard; driveway and two car garage.
Cleaning services provided at no
extra cost to tenants. Walking distance frcim XU's campus is l mile.
Call.513-675-8714."
.

Large town house on· Eden Park.
2 bdrm, 2 bath. ;parking, A/C,
washer dryer hookup, fire place.
$795 a month plus utilities .. Call
281-0825.

Four bedroom·renovated apartment, two baths,, front porch, off ..
street parking, A/C, heat and water
paid, walk to campus, $lJ50/mo,
Adam6·o·8-0887

Hyde Par~Oakley. Renovated
, Perfect house available for stu.
.
.
Lg 3 BR, DR, LR, den, cable in 1bdrm. Walk to square. Balcony, . dents! Great three-story· .house can
every room, 1,500+ sf, ClA, D/W; laundry, paid heat, A/C and. off~ accommodate groupings of 2, 4 or
FREE W/D, off street parking, JO stre~t parking. $475 - $525/month. 6 tenants. Offers fro!lt porch, backmin walk to campus, avail for next . 505-5551.
yard and driveway. Newly remodschool year. $850.00/mo. 396-7287.
. North Avondale. Renovated 1 eled b~throom and bedrooms.
Three bedroom renovated apart- bdrm. Off-street parking, ale, new Cleaning services provided at no
. ment, two batt,.s, front porch, off windows, paid heat and laundry. extra cost to tenants. Less than 1
mile from XlJ's campus. Call 513street parking, A/C; heat paid, walk · $425 inonth. 505-5551.·
. 708-5287.
to campus, $1050/mo, Adam 6083741 Spencer, Nf?wly renovated,
.0
8
8
7 .
4 bdrins, CA, Driveway,deck, WD,
Walk to c~pus, 2 & 3 bedroom
no
pets.
Available
6/1
or
can
wait
apartments, ·air condifurnished
2 bdrm apt for rent - 2 balconies,
untill
August!
$350pp
+
util.
984tioned,.off-street
parking, laundry
hardwood, off-street parking, 5 min
8576
..
·
in
basement,
on
Dana.
Starting at
walk to XlL $700 mon + wtr incld.
8 9
1 . -· 0 3 9 8 . 6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less. than one $200/month/student. Call 703-·
'
mile from campus in Norwood. 3242 for info.
Maid service free of charge, new
House for rent on Eden Park.
House for rent: Walk to campus.
windowS/siding,_off-street parking,
Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Parklarge back yard with garage. Gall 516 bdrm, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, coving, laundry and A/C. $350-$540
708-5287~ ;
.
er:ed porches and W/D .. 3964 Rea month plus utilities .. Call 281~
gent Ave. $295 per person. ·Avail0825~
1945 Cleneay, lbdrm;Available able June 1,_ 2003. 948-8576.
Large two-bedroom apartment ·Now! No lease. Walk to Campus,
with living .r.oom, dining room and XU students in same bldg., W/D,
1~2 brdm on Hudson: Excellent
kitctJ,en. Private entrance; off-street $375 + electric 984-8576
condition. $425 a month. Avail-.
parking, two balconies, laundry.
able May 1st. Cal1Paulat739-7874.
New kite.hen, bath, paint and car· Live just a few yards from campet Easy two-block walk .to cam- pus! Needed, one male roommate
3-4 BR. House.• ·1.5 miles from
pus. six~month or one-year lease. · for house on Ledgewood. Very spa- campus, maid-service, off-street
Available immediately $600/ . cious room with private half abth. parking with 2-car garage, new win~
month. One-month deposit. 769- $330/mo plus partial utilities. Al dows and siding - $1050/Month ..
. 4898.
.;
;
. C.·Call Chris at 924-1337. · ·
·can 513-67~-8714.

, For Rent: Efficiency apartment.
New kitchen, carpet, heat, and water furnished. Parking lot arid offstreet parking. Three-minut~ wal~
to Xavier. $285 a month. $285
deposit: Call 961-0719 or 3833798.
Norwood, 3 bdrm, recently remodeled! A/C, laundry and parking. 5 ininute walk to XU. $700
per month. Call218-3808.
Spacious 4 bdrm house next to
campus at :1612 Danna Ave.
Equipped, also has washer and.
dryer. 321-0004.or 616-3798:
2 bdrm apt for rent - screened
balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk
to XU. $750 mon + wtr incJd. 1029
Dana. 891-0398.
· 3 bdrm, 2 bath, on Hudson. Very
nice. Additional study room. Central air, and off-street parking. $875
a month. Available June 1st. Call· ·
Paul at 739-7&74.
1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park,
newly renovated, $475/month, heat/·
water paid, parking, laundry, A/C
and balcony. Call 807-9832_.
House for rent - Available 6/03,
5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs. 3909
'Elsmere.891-0398.
Apartment for rent. 5-8 bdrm
across from XU. $250 to $300 per
person. Call 616-9000.
·

